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1) This is my #Qanon thread for May 2, 2020
Q posts can be found here:
qanon.pub
Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…
https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …
Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts & much much more. Q Alerts is
the first & original Q Android app as w…
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

My Theme: Treason Doesn't Pay Well In the End.

2) This morning, the President of the United States accused those who illegally spied on him
of committing treason.

3) In May of last year, the President said the #Spygate plotters committed treason.

0:00

4) Q responded to the President's tweet.

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

The Russia Hoax is the biggest political scandal in American
history. Treason!!! Lets see how it ends????
twitter.com/KimStrassel/st…

Kimberley Strassel

@KimStrassel

The FBI knew Michael Flynn wasn’t colluding with Russia, so it plotted
to ‘get him to lie.’ New documents reveal that, by the end, the Bureau
just wanted a scalp, writes @KimStrassel wsj.com/articles/the-f… via
@WSJ
106K 4:56 PM - May 2, 2020
55.3K people are talking about this

5) Officially, U.S. intelligence agencies aren't saying Covid-19 was released intentionally.

6) If U.S. intelligence agencies claimed Covid-19 was released intentionally, there would be
pressure on POTUS to retaliate, which could lead to war.

John Roberts
@johnrobertsFox

A Senior Intelligence Source tells me there is agreement among
most of the 17 Intelligence agencies that COVID-19 originated in
the Wuhan lab. The source stressed that the release is believed
to be a MISTAKE, and was not intentional.
43.1K 1:30 PM - May 2, 2020
26.5K people are talking about this

7) Knowing Joe Biden would deny allegations of sexual assault, Mika Brzezinski was told to
ask him about Tara Reade to give Democrats a legitimate reason to pull the plug on his
campaign and substitute a different candidate.
Joe was torpedoed by his own party.

0:00

8) Q wrote:
"Do you believe intel community would admit [DECLAS] foreign adversary intentionally
released COVID-19?
No?
So why do it [ask]?"
9) The media know intel agencies would not confirm (and declassify) evidence that Covid-19
was released intentionally.
They asked the question because the denial by intel agencies gives them the ammunition they
need to refute claims that it WAS released intentionally.
10) On January 15th, Nancy Pelosi sent articles of impeachment to the Senate.

House votes to send impeachment articles to Senate
House Democrats voted Wednesday to send a pair of articles of impeachment to
the Senate, a move that launches a trial in the upper chamber and ends the weekslong wait for phase two in the Democrats'…
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/478404-house-votes-to-send-impeachment-article…

11) On January 15th, the first person to be treated for Covid-19 landed in Seattle.

Doctor who treated first US coronavirus patient says COVID-19 has be…
Dr. Amy Compton-Phillips said doctors, nurses and other other front-line workers
are all saying, "This is coming. It's not if, it's when. And we better get ready now."
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/06/doctor-who-treated-first-us-coronavirus-patient-says…

12) Also on January 15th, China signed the phase one trade agreement with the U.S.

U.S., China sign 'Phase One' trade agreement, signaling pause in trade…
The "Phase One" trade deal between the U.S. and China signals a truce in the
nearly two-year trade war between the world's two largest economies.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/01/15/trump-sign-china-trade-deal-…

13) General McChrystal is aiding anti-Trump activists in combating the President's online
message.

Initiative seeks to challenge Trump's online megaphone
A new Democratic-aligned political action committee advised by retired Army Gen.
Stanley McChrystal, the former head of U.S. forces in Afghanistan, is planning to
deploy technology originally develop…
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Initiative-seeks-to-challenge-Trump-s-online-1524…

14) The President uses social media to circumvent the corrupt and dishonest press.
They attack those they fear the most.

15) An anon found it odd that #Qanon was trending in Germany.

16) Translation.

17) Despite censorship, #Qanon trends worldwide.

Jacky Lope
@jacky_lope
Replying to @Blue74986994

#Qanon trendet in Deutschland - Ist bei Twitter die Zensur
ausgefallen oder gab es einen Terroranschlag von jemand, der
#8kun in seinem Browserverlauf hat...?

8,658 6:39 PM - May 2, 2020
5,797 people are talking about this

18) #Qanon

19) #Qanon

20) POTUS has no medical expertise
Medical experts, the media & politicians called for social distancing putting him in a catch 22
If he resisted them, he would be crucified for being a science denier
He went along with their demands, but exposed their corruption in the process.

21) Q wrote:
"This is about regaining POWER.
Self-preservation.
Every asset deployed.
Win by any means necessary.
WIN OR DIE."
Q
22) Many politicians stand to be thrown in prison (or worse) if they can't remove POTUS
from office.
It's a zero-sum game.
WIN OR DIE

23) Q posted a link to this tweet by @mitchellvii

24) The linked article that explains how the CDC admitted that COVID-19 hospitalization
rates are “similar to” those in the 65 and older category during “recent high severity influenza
seasons.”

There It Is: CDC Equates Coronavirus Hospitalizations to Seasonal Flu…
In late February, nearly a month after Presient Trump banned travel from China to
the United States in January, the CDC terrorized Americans by claiming the Wuhan
coronavirus had a mortality rate of …
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/cdc-equates-coronavirus-hospitalizations-…

25) There is nothing exceptionally dangerous about Covid-19.
The hyped response is part of a desperate attempt by corrupt people to regain control of the
White House.

Bill Mitchell
@mitchellvii

I TRIED TO TELL THEM BUT THEY WOULDNT LISTEN There It Is: CDC Equates Coronavirus Hospitalizations to
Seasonal Flu and Finally Admits It's MUCH LESS Dangerous for
Children thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/cdc-eq… via
@gatewaypundit

There It Is: CDC Equates Coronavirus Hospitalizations to Seas…
In late February, nearly a month after Presient Trump banned travel
from China to the United States in January, the CDC terrorized
thegatewaypundit.com
20K 7:37 PM - May 2, 2020
16.6K people are talking about this

26)

👇

27) "COVID-19 will go down as one of the political world’s biggest, most shamefully
overblown, overhyped, overly and irrationally inflated and outright deceptively flawed
responses to a health matter in American history."

Coronavirus hype biggest political hoax in history
The new coronavirus is real. The response to the coronavirus is hyped. And in
time, this hype will be revealed as politically hoaxed.
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/28/coronavirus-hype-biggest-politica…

28) #Qanon

29) #Qanon

Yeg
@Yeg5571571

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA #QAnon
Never in 350 years have so many men and women from all
walks of life come together to make a final stand against pure
EVIL.
PATRIOTS WORLDWIDE STAND TOGETHER. WE WILL
PREVAIL!

18.2K 7:11 PM - May 2, 2020
9,588 people are talking about this

30) "Nothing but a scam."

31)

John ‘Murder Hornet’ Cardillo
@johncardillo

I’m well aware of the CDC “lag times” but this isn’t that, so stop
with that excuse for these numbers.
They’ve separated out other illnesses that were the actual
causes of deaths and now the mortality rate is half of what it was
last week.
It’s been nothing but a scam.

15.6K 1:33 PM - May 2, 2020
12.9K people are talking about this

32) #Qanon

33)
Q_arah
@q_arah

I follow #Q because I still believe in goodness ,freedom and
peace
I joined Twitter specifically to be part of the cause and join my
brothers and sisters to spread the word ..no other reason
My voice may be small but it still counts #WeAreTheRevolution
#Qsentme
30.6K 9:39 AM - May 2, 2020
13.9K people are talking about this

34) Q posted links to patriot videos.
(1 was deleted by the user)

35) @hotmessmom7888
#Qanon

0:00

36) @GongFu_God
#Qanon

0:00

37) @TrumpCanuck
#Qanon

0:00

38) @Dr3V13
#Qanon

0:00

39) @rocksnherbs
#Qanon

0:00

40 @PatrioticPop
#Qanon

0:00

41) @mestino
#Qanon

0:00

42) @sargehill69
#Qanon

0:00

43) @Pulizzi777
#Qanon

0:00

44) @Itsthe_LO_down
#Qanon

0:00

45) @United_W3_Stand
#Qanon

0:00

46) @QStorm1111
#Qanon

0:00

47) Give @DanMeyerswords a follow.
#Qanon

0:00

48) @drshannae
#Qanon

0:00

49) @Human63945079
#Qanon

0:00

50) @REAL_JARED_DEAN
#Qanon

0:00

51) @cale_fitzgerald
#Qanon

0:00

52) @LeoRedfish
#Qanon

0:00

53) Here comes the BOOM

54) Hydroxychloroquine has been proven to be effective in greater than 90% of Covid-19
cases.
Lookin' at you, @dougducey

0:00

55) @DeAnna4Congress was Q'd.

56) How dare you!

57)

🙃
DeAnna Lorraine
@DeAnna4Congress

When the Left says "Believe Science" just remember that their
climate expert is Greta Thunberg.
49.3K 2:09 AM - May 3, 2020
22.8K people are talking about this

58)

0:00

59) Tom Fitton was Q'd for this tweet.

60) Video.

0:00

61) Q responded.
Action coming on Hillary?

62) Radar lock.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radar_lock-on

63) "Paint the target."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser_guidance

64) @gsimmerman11 was Q'd for this video.
Despite what the mainstream media claim, this is what the Q movement is about.

0:00

65) Q responded.
I'm not sure what Q is hinting at with respect to [-1] Election day.
Your thoughts?

66) This message was taken from a Trump rally on October 13, 2016 (several weeks before
the 2016 election).
A full transcript is available here.

TRANSCRIPT: Donald Trump's Speech Responding To Assault Accusa…
In a speech in Florida, Trump denied allegations that he touched women without
consent. He blamed politicians and the media and called the election "a crossroads
in the history of our civilization."
https://www.npr.org/2016/10/13/497857068/transcript-donald-trumps-speech-respondi…

67) Enemy of the people.
#Qanon

68) Nothing can stop what is coming.
#FISAgate
#Spygate
#Qanon

69) #FISAgate
#Spygate
#Qanon

70) #FISAgate
#Spygate
#Qanon

71) #EnjoyTheShow
#Qanon

72) @V_4_Vendatta was Q'd for this video.
#QANONWORLDWIDE

0:00

73) #QANONWORLDWIDE

Vendetta is V
@V_4_Vendatta

#WWG1WWGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #qanon
RT

17.7K 7:37 AM - May 3, 2020
12.8K people are talking about this

74) #Qanon

75)

76) Douglas MacKinnon is speculating that the Democrat party is planning to switch out Joe
Biden for another candidate—perhaps Hillary Clinton.

A Hillary Clinton-Barack Obama ticket to replace Joe Biden? Is it even …
If Biden flames out and the Democrats don’t want to hand the election to Trump,
they would need the perfect ticket.
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/495580-a-hillary-clinton-barack-obama-ticket-to…

77) Q warned us that this is their plan.

78) 18 U.S. Code 242 makes it illegal for law enforcement, elected officials, or anyone acting
under their authority to deprive a person a right or privilege specified in the constitution or in
federal law.

Deprivation Of Rights Under Color Of Law
https://www.justice.gov/crt/deprivation-rights-under-color-law

79) Governors and mayors have no authority to interfere in the regulation of interstate or
intrastate commerce. That authority is given exclusively to the federal government and
specifically—the Department of Commerce.
Looking at you, @dougducey

80) That's why the State of Florida dropped its case against a business owner who refused to
close when they were deemed "non-essential.".

81) Debra Thompson, the owner of Horseshoe Cafe in Wickenberg Arizona, reopened her
restaurant for dine-in service but was told by police she had to close to inside dining. She is
refusing to comply under the threat of being arrested.

0:00

82) Patriots gathered in Wickenberg this morning to support businesses reopening.
Photo and video courtesy @brieannafrank

83) As politicians, technocrats, and the dishonest media push their narrative against
Hydroxychloroquine, doctors around the world are using it successfully as the De Facto
Standard against Covid-19.

84)
The Disruptive Physician
@DocEvenhouse

Meanwhile, regular doctors like me are using HCQ +
Azithromycin and Zinc to good effect. One nursing home in NE
Ohio had 30 cases - started everyone on HCQ, no deaths. Quick
recovery. Why would the MSM hide this? Why would twitter block
people who question the WHO?
59.7K 1:58 AM - May 3, 2020
42.3K people are talking about this

85) Illinois has released almost 4,000 prisoners since March including 64 convicted
murders,146 sex offenders, & 3 people considered to be sexually dangerous persons.
At the same time, they're incarcerating citizens for violating social distancing rules.

Illinois releases 146 sex offenders, including 3 ‘sexually dangerous pe…
ROCKFORD, Ill. (WTVO) — The State of Illinois has released 146 sex offenders
statewide, including 3 considered “sexually dangerous persons” convicted in
Winnebago and Ogle counties. The State of Illi…
https://www.mystateline.com/news/local-news/illinois-releases-146-sex-offenders-inclu…

86)

87)

88)
The Disruptive Physician
@DocEvenhouse

Meanwhile, regular doctors like me are using HCQ +
Azithromycin and Zinc to good effect. One nursing home in NE
Ohio had 30 cases - started everyone on HCQ, no deaths. Quick
recovery. Why would the MSM hide this? Why would twitter block
people who question the WHO?
59.7K 1:58 AM - May 3, 2020
42.3K people are talking about this

89) Why is Chicago's mayor ordering the arrest of citizens for violating social distancing
recommendations?

0:00

90) Why is it primarily Democrat politicians around the country who are imposing heavyhanded restrictions on freedom?

Daily Caller
@DailyCaller

Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot to people breaking social
distancing orders:
“We will shut you down, we will cite you and if we need to, we will
arrest you and take you to jail.”

4,800 6:45 PM - May 3, 2020
10.5K people are talking about this

91) The harsh tactics being used by Democrat politicians are exposing their real agenda.
The public is waking up.
#Qanon

92) The plandemic provides a plausible reason for employers to more closely monitor
employees.
This is probably not a new practice, but social distancing provides a reason to acknowledge
that it's happening.

93) Will we allow the surveillance state to advance its agenda unopposed, or will we stand up
against it?

MIT Technology Review
@techreview

This new workplace monitoring tool issues an alert when anyone
is less than six feet apart. Amazon is also using similar software
to monitor the distances between their warehouse staff.
technologyreview.com/2020/04/17/100…

5,305 7:24 PM - May 3, 2020
9,981 people are talking about this

94) Linked article.

Machine learning could check if you’re social distancing properly at w…
Andrew Ng’s startup Landing AI has created a new workplace monitoring tool that
issues an alert when anyone is less than the desired distance from a colleague. Six
feet apart: On Thursday, the startu…
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/04/17/1000092/ai-machine-learning-watches-…

95) Police arrest a tattoo shop owner who opened his business in violation of a lockdown
order.

0:00

96)
Josh Shaffer
@joshshaffer08

Police arrest Apex tattoo artist who opened in defiance of order
@newsobserver

10.1K 5:23 PM - Apr 29, 2020
15K people are talking about this

97) #Qanon

98) #Qanon
#GreatAwakening

99) An anon noted the President's tweets regarding early intelligence reports on Covid-19.

100) What would have happened if intel agencies or POTUS went public with "threatening"
information on Covid-19?
How do you prevent a war?

101) From Q+

102)

103) The Artificial Intelligence tool used by an anti-Trump coalition to fight the spread of the
President's message originally received funding from DARPA - The Defense Department's
Advanced research program.
#Qanon

Dems deploying DARPA-funded AI-driven information warfare tool to t…
An anti-Trump Democratic political action committee advised by retired Army Gen.
Stanley McChrystal is planning to deploy an information warfare tool that received
original funding from DARPA, the Pe…
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/dems-deploying-darpa-funded-information-warfare-to…

104) #Qanon
#InformationWarfare

105) "Information warfare?"

106) Pennsylvania Representative Guy Reschenthaler says Nancy Pelosi is obstructing an
investigation into the origins of the Covid-19 virus and U.S. funding of the Wuhan Institute of
Virology.

Congressman: Pelosi Blocking Investigation into China Coronavirus O…
Rep. Guy Reschenthaler told Breitbart News that Nancy Pelosi would rather
investigate Trump than focus on the origins of the coronavirus.
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/03/congressman-nancy-pelosi-blocking-inve…

107) Was there collusion between the Chinese government and Democrats to weaponize
Covid-19 against America and POTUS?
What would happen if the public found out?

108) Did Barack Obama choose the codename "Renegade" because of the meaning it
conveyed?
WH did his parents need to learn Russian?

109) Secret Service code names for Presidents are assigned by the White House
Communications Agency.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secret_Service_code_name

110) As Q mentioned, Barack Obama's parents met in a Russian language class in Hawaii.
Obama's mother Ann Dunham, (officially) worked as an anthropologist, which would not
require her to learn Russian.

Five Unordinary Facts About President Obama's Mother
Here are five facts that make president Obama's mother no ordinary mom.
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/OTUS/unordinary-facts-president-obamas-mother/stor…

111) If Obama's parents worked for the CIA, knowing the Russian language would be a
valuable skill.
('The Farm" is a CIA training facility)

From ‘The Farm’ to the Middle East: An Inside Look at CIA Training an…
The streets of Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia, aren’t just a popular destination for
tourists seeking a glimpse into the 18th century. Blended into the populace are
people training to become spies, …
https://coffeeordie.com/from-the-farm-to-the-middle-east-an-inside-look-at-cia-training-…

112) Although public safety is a major concern during a pandemic, a viral outbreak does not
justify the suspension of constitutionally guaranteed rights.

113)

114) There is a coordinated effort underway to portray Q's messages in the wrong light.

115) The media attack Q without mentioning the content of his messages.
They focus on the statements and actions of a few outliers and then portray those individuals
as representative of the entire movement.

QAnon Mom Charged With Kidnapping Her Kids
Child custody dispute threatens to turn violent after pro-Trump conspiracy theorist
claims bogus legal rights.
https://www.thedailybeast.com/qanon-mom-charged-with-kidnapping-her-kids

116) Some people who follow Q are (either intentionally or unintentionally) amplifying the
wrong message.
They emphasize things Q has never discussed.
Like JFK Jr. faking his own death.

Which leads to reactions like this.

Jeff Tiedrich
@itsJeffTiedrich

am I understanding this correctly? sheltering at home is a hoax,
but [checks notes] JFK Jr. faking his own death in order to help
Trump round up a gang of international sex traffickers is real?
holy fucking shit, you stupid idiots are why our country can't have
nice things
12K 2:00 PM - May 3, 2020
2,863 people are talking about this

117) And this.
Has Q ever mentioned Tom Hanks?
https://twitter.com/blckmirrorimage/status/1257356964780220420

118) A search of qanon.pub shows no posts that mention Hanks.

119) Q followers talk about a lot of things. Many of them have never been mentioned by Q.

PGenium
@PGenium
Replying to @blckmirrorimage @itsJeffTiedrich

Great point, Sparky, except QAnon has said NONE of these
things. Fake News strikes again.
Many others have been digging into the rumors around Hanks,
possibly because of the explosion of perverts outed during the
whole Epstein thing.
But QAnon? NOPE.
8,347 6:01 PM - May 4, 2020
4,762 people are talking about this

120) Discussions of things Q hasn't mentioned are often used to discredit him.

121) Q has never mentioned adrenochrome.
Which is why I've never mentioned it.
If at some point, Q discusses it, I'll discuss it, but not until then because I don't want to
discredit Q.

122) Q wrote: When does the enemy expend ammunition?
For what purpose?
The enemy expends ammunition when they perceive you as an immediate threat.
123) Q wrote:
"Question what you read [from every source]. Use discernment."
Don't blindly accept anyone's commentary.
Apply critical thinking and exercise discernment.
124) Q posted a link to a Bing search for articles about #Qanon published during the last 30
days.

125) Note how the headlines portray Q followers as mentally unstable.
Do we really want to help drive that narrative?
https://www.bing.com/news/search?q=qanon+&qft=interval%3d%229%22&form=PTFTNR

126) "This means… that Dr. Fauci has known for 15 years that chloroquine and its even

milder derivative HCQ will not only treat a current case of CV (“therapeutic”) but prevent
future cases (“prophylactic”). So HCQ functions as both a cure and a vaccine."

Fauci knew about HCQ in 2005 -- nobody needed to die
The “expert” whose advice to President Trump has resulted in the complete
shutdown of the greatest economic engine in world history has known since 2005
that chloroquine is an effective inhibitor of …
https://onenewsnow.com/perspectives/bryan-fischer/2020/04/27/fauci-knew-about-hcq-…

127) If Dr. Fauci and the National Institutes of Health have known since 2005 that HCQ is
effective against Covid, why the narrative that it is untested or that it has been tested and has
been found to be ineffective?

128) Reconcile.

129) Although social media platforms will try to silence us, they're losing the war of
information.
Q hinted that the good guys are helping us through undisclosed methods.

•••

